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QUESTION 1

You are a Power App maker. 

You are developing an app in a development environment. You create the following custom forms in the Account entity: 

1. 

FormB contains a message that appears in the OnLoad function of the form. 

2. 

FormC contains a message that appears in the OnSave function of the form. 

You add the forms to a solution and export the solution as managed. Importing the managed solution into the test
environment produces an error indicating the solution is missing a component. 

You need to identify the issue. 

What is the cause of the import error? 

A. The web resources were not added to the form before adding the form to the solution. 

B. The solution must be exported as an unmanaged solution. 

C. The web resources were not added to the solution before exporting. 

D. A copy of the form must be made before adding to the solution. 

Correct Answer: C 

Symptoms. 

When attempting to import a solution in Microsoft Dynamics 365, the import fails with the following message: 

The import of the solution [solution name] failed. The following components are missing in your system and are not
included in the solution. Import the managed solutions that contain these components ([name of missing solution]
([solution 

version])) and then try importing the solution again. 

Cause. 

This error occurs if you are trying to import a solution that depends on other components that are not in your Microsoft
Dynamics 365 organization. 

Resolution 

Review the missing component details shown in the import dialog. If there are other solutions listed that are not already
imported in the organization where you are trying to import this solution, import those solutions first before trying to
import 

this solution. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/troubleshoot/dynamics-365/sales/import-of-solution-fails-due-to-missing-
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components 

 

QUESTION 2

A bank uses a Common Data Service solution to manage clients. 

Bank representatives perform client credit checks while the client is present. Credit checks may take up to five minutes
to complete. 

Bank policy dictates that the bank representative\\'s app must stay blocked until credit checks are complete. 

You need to display a model-driven app while credit checks run to ask the bank representative and client to 

wait for the credit check to complete. 

Which function should you use? 

A. Xrm.Navigation.openWebResource("prefix.myPoliteMessage.html") 

B. Xrm.Navigation.openAlertDialog(myPoliteMessage) 

C. Xrm.Utility.openWebResource("prefix_myPoliteMessage.html") 

D. Xrm.Utility.showProgressIndicator(myPoliteMessage) 

Correct Answer: D 

showProgressIndicator displays a progress dialog with the specified message. 

Any subsequent call to this method will update the displayed message in the existing progress dialog with the message
specified in the latest method call. 

The progress dialog blocks the UI until it is closed using the closeProgressIndicator method. So, you must use this
method with caution. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/model-driven-apps/clientapi/reference/xrm-
utility/showprogressindicator 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

A manufacturing company takes online orders. 

The company requires automatic validation of order changes. Requirements are as follows: 

1. 

If validation is successful, the order changes must be submitted. 

2. 
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If exceptions are encountered, a message must be shown to the customer and the order changes must not be
submitted. 

You need to set up and deploy a plug-in that encapsulates the rules. 

Which options should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: PreValidation 

PreValidation: For the initial operation, this stage will occur before the main system operation. 

This provides an opportunity to include logic to cancel the operation before the database transaction. 

Box 2: Synchronous 

Ideally, you should only cancel operations using synchronous plug-ins registered in the PreValidation stage. 

Box 3: Pre Image 

Box 4: throw .. 

When you throw an InvalidPluginExecutionException exception within a synchronous plug-in an error dialog with your
message will be displayed to the user. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/common-data-service/event-framework 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/common-data-service/handle-exceptions 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

An organization uses plug-ins to retrieve specific information from legacy data stores each time a new order is
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submitted. 

You review the Microsoft Dataverse analytics page. The average plug-in execution time is increasing. 

You need to replace the plug-in with another component, reusing as much of the current plug-in code as possible. 

Which five actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Create an Azure Function app 

Azure Functions provide an excellent way to deliver a solution using WebHooks. 

Step 2: Refactor the plug-in logic in the app. 

Step 3: Publish the app 

You can publish your function app to Azure directly from Visual Studio. 

Step 4: Register a webhook for the app in the Plug-in Registration tool 

Use the Plug-in Registration tool to register a WebHook. 

Step 5: Register a step in the webhook. 

Registering a step for a WebHook is like registering a step for a plug-in. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/use-webhooks 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/register-web-hook 
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QUESTION 5

A company implementsDynamics 365 Customer Service. The company deploys synchronous plug-ins for the
PreOperation and PostOperation stages on create and for the PostOperation stage on update for processing different
case type. 

Users experience errors when updating cases. The plug-in trace log files show that the PostOperation plug-in update of
case times out after two minutes. 

You perform basic testing and discover that this plug-in is triggered on every update of a case. You examine the code
and discover that the plug-in retrieves all columns for the updated case record performing its work. 

You need to reduce the number of errors. You need to achieve this goal with the test amount of changes. 

Solution: 

*

 In the Plug-in Registration tool, add a post Image to the plug-in step and include the Fields that the plug-in needs. 

*

 Remove the retrieves statement from the plug-in code and reference the post image. Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. 

Yes 

B. 

No 

Correct Answer: A 
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